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Channeling
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Focus Jesus v. 1.0



What is Channeling;

Channeling is the act of allowing a spiritual entity 
to take control of your body and speak through you...  /wiki

We have 5 Spiritual sences   /DP

Challenge; how to separate true from false messages.

The 27-book New Testament was first formally canonized during the 
councils of Hippo (393) and Carthage (397) in North Africa. 



Spirit World

         Fruits; Plugging in to Spirit World
New sockets; Jesus => True Parents = 3 Holy 
                                                              connecting 
                                                              points!

5 Spiritual sences
Spirit Body

Physical Body
5 Physical sences

Love Hate



>3000 Spirits 
per person /SMM

Spirit World

         Fruits; Plugging in to Spirit World
New sockets; Jesus => True Parents = 3 Holy 
                                                              connecting 
                                                              points!

Physical Body
5 Physical sences

5 Spiritual sences
Spirit Body



   Adam and Eve were spiritually open 
before they fell from grace. 

   The two had spiritual sights that
allowed them to see the angelic world, 
and they could communicate directly with God.

  After the fall they lost that power.
(Died spiritually)

       This version is in the Vatical library.

The Lost Books of the Bible
17th-century and 18th-century 
English translations of 
some Old Testament 
versions assembled in the 1820s, 

Republished 1926.

2010



'Do not be afraid, Mary, for you have found favour with God. 

And now, you will conceive in your womb and bear a son,
and you will name him Jesus. 

He will be great, and will be called the Son of the Most High, 
and the Lord God will give to him the throne of his ancestor 
David.

   2000 years ago...
Valuable channeling
       Jesus birth



Three wise men from the East came to Jerusalem, saying, 
“Where is He who has been born King of the Jews?
Soon after the visit by the Magi, an angel
appeared to Joseph in a dream telling him to flee to
Egypt with Mary and the infant Jesus since King Herod 
would seek the child to kill him. Matthew 2:13–23

   2000 years ago...
Valuable channeling
     Egypt escape



Adam was supposed to become one with
God, linked by love. A human being represents 
the existing world on the earth plane, and God 
represents the three dimensional world. 

Love is the cord eternally linking human beings and God.

                                       /SMM   Blessing and Ideal Family (Part 1)

Physical
body

Physical
mind

___________

Spirit body

Spirit
mind

5 Sences

5 Sences



Why Channeling;

2000 years ago; And Jesus cried out again with a loud 
voice, and yielded up His spirit.

Then, behold, the veil of the temple was torn in two from top 
to bottom; and the earth quaked, and the rocks were split, 
and the graves were opened; and many bodies of the saints 
who had fallen asleep were raised; and coming out of the 
graves after His resurrection, they went into the holy city 
and appeared to many.           - Mathew 27:50

Sauls conversion to St Paul! - Jesus needed a Voice



To become Divine Reflection of Christ! - True Parents

”The purpose of the coming Lord is that some day 
all shall be like him - like Christ."  /SMM 1965

Why Channeling Today;



When the Day of Pentecost (Greek; fifty days after Easter) had fully come, they 
were all with one accord in one place.  And suddenly there came a sound from 
heaven, as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled the whole house where they 
were sitting. Then there appeared to them divided tongues, as of fire,
and one sat upon each of them.
 
And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak with other 
tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.

     Pentecost



     Channeling
During 2000 years

Dante           –       Divina Comedia 1308-1321
                    Inferno Hell – Purgatory Paradise – Heavenly City 

St Augustine ca. 400 
+ year 2000



William Stainton Moses
Spirit Teachings 1870s

Arthur Conan Doyle MD.
Spiritualist 1887
Author of Sherlock Holmes

1800s

During 2000 years...St Paul, Swedenborg, Lorber, Valtorta... 

Allan Kardec 1850s



 Abraham Lincoln
Mary Todd Lincoln

1800s

Ouija BoardRobert James Lees
Preacher
Author 
Medium
MD.



British R101 crashed in France October 1930
Explosive hydrogen gas! 

1900s

R101



Just two days after the huge British airship, 

the R101, had gone down in flames on a 

hillside in France --- killing 48 of its 54 

passengers --- the halting voice of a man claiming to be its

captain spoke through the lips of a medium (Eileen Garrett)

in London. In short and disjointed sentences, he described 

His horrifying last moments before the airship burned. 

His account of the crash included a wealth of technical
information that was not only confirmed six months later
by an official inquiry but’ was well beyond the knowledge
of the medium delivering the message.

1900s



Hurkos, A Ford, E Cacey “The Sleeping Prophet”, Chico Xavier …  
and many more were human channels/bridges to Spirit World 

Hurkos

Ford

Casey

1900s



Why Channeling our time;

Between the years 1961 and 1967, an archetypal Christ-like 
being, apparently in solid form, repeatedly appeared to 
Richard Grave in England (and subsequently, reportedly, to 
other people) and proclaimed in a series of dictated 
statements that a universal cosmic operation was being 
carried out which opens the way for the New Age.
                                             / Towards Human Unity Anthony Brooke



Fatima Portugal
1917

Message to the Pope delivered 1960

Mary

Christian Spirits!

Painting
Bertha Valerius



MEPI – Israel 2003

Korea – 2008

UC Spirits!

Korea – 1950



1984

Medium Phillip Burley
                  US Brother

Early Church leader 
                    in 1960s

2010

The Physical and Spiritual worlds are a continuum;
like melting ice with heat, the water will evaporate
and the steam disapears to our eyes, 
but its still water in a different form.
(easily felt by hand or infrared camera)

2018
Channeling Jesus



Unveiled Mysteries 1934
   Guy Warren Ballard

Count St Germain
     1710-1784



2009





Curiosa;
Since you will talk about channeling, sometime around
1977, Lady Doct. Kim came to France and standing she 
showed her right-hand trembling, shaking, going to the 
people trying to get rid of what she had in her hand. 

She asked “Do you know who is this person in the SW”? 

We said no, then she told us 

“It is Judah Iscariot who try to get ride of the 30 silver coins
during 2000 years but nobody wants it…”

Aju
End of memory – Alain french brother in USA, shared June 2022



Christians compare/check spiritual messages (channeling)
with the Bible.

Conflict= False
in agreement= True

Unificationists could compare/check
spiritual messages (channeling)

with the core teaching of Divine Principle

and True Parents words.



True Christian message

Ex. acknowledges;
   Jesus is the Messiah/Christ

Born on Earth
   Died/resurrected to Paradise
   Providing Salvation (Spiritual) for 2000 years
   New Testament is the Core teaching



True Principle message(s)

Ex. acknowledges;
   Sun Myung Moon & Hak Ja Han; 
   True Parents
   are the Second Coming of Messiahs/Christs

Born on Earth
   SMM Died/resurrected

   Since 1960 providing Physical and Spiritual Salvation
   Divine Principle is the Core teaching
   + 3 Holy Books  all official speeches from True Parents



 Moses - Jesus – Elijah
Mount of Transfiguration



Matthew 27:52, KJV: And the graves were opened; and many 
bodies of the saints which slept arose.



Saul on the road to Damascus

1. 2000 years ago



As he journeyed he came near Damascus, 
and suddenly a light shone around him from
heaven. 

Then he fell to the ground, and heard a voice saying
to him, “Saul, Saul, why are you persecuting Me?”

And he said, “Who are You, Lord?”

Then the Lord said, “I am Jesus, whom you are 

persecuting. It is hard for you to kick against the goads.”

...  - Acts 9:3-6

(To "kick against the goads" is nothing less than an exercise in vanity; futile and pointless. 
The Greeks and Romans used this saying to imply "ruinous resistance." 
Goads = a pointed rod used to urge on an animal
Paul had to learn the hard way that resistance to Jesus was a losing battle — hopeless)



Saul on the road to Damascus

“His companions stood there dumbstruck —

they could hear the sound, but couldn’t see anyone —

while Saul, picking himself up off the ground, 

found himself stone-blind.

(Compare with Zechariah, who was an old man, did not 

believe the angel, and because of his disbelief, was struck 
dumb unable to speak, until the prophecy was fulfilled)



Apostle Paul
       1962

Through accoustic medium
Lucarde - California 1962

… through the original sin none is righteous, NOT ONE PERSON. 
 

It means that all have a common guilt, a common sin.  

2. 1962



Rev. Lusardi (if I recall the spelling correctly) was 
a spiritual medium living in the San Franc. Bay area.

He was young enough at the time to still be living today.
He was the one who received the message from the 
Apostle Paul.

The message(s) were circulated and read in the 
US movement (Dr. Kim's branch) in the late 60s 
and early 70s.

I remember feeling at the time that they had 
the ring of truth to them.                    /Dan Fefferman

St Paul 1962



The Jews fell away because they thought that the 

Old Testament was sufficient for them. 

Their rejection of Jesus is proof enough they were 

blinded to the fact that He was the fulfilment of 
the scriptures.

I bear witness to the fact that the Old Testament and

the New Testament combined are not sufficient to

live by in the New Cosmic Age we have ascended into.

St Paul 1962



To be saved, every man, woman and child must

commence their mission before they leave this

earth plane. 

And before they can do this they must find the reason 

for the original sin and what original sin is. 

Perfection and resurrection can only be achieved

through work and that work must be done in the body,

the spirit of Truth demands it.

St Paul 1962



New Message 9th of September 2001:

Now after learning the Principle, I became even more 
confident that the Apostle Paul's traditional view of God 
was very mistaken.

We necessarily should have attended God, the resurrected 
Jesus and the Messiah. 

Whenever people frustrated God's Will, they prolonged
the history of the Dispensation for Restoration, requiring
a new central figure.

St Paul 2001
3. 2001



True Parents! 

The partial ideas Paul planted into Christianity have 
acted as obstacles to the providence of the Messiah, 
haven't they? 

Now in spirit world I will never repeat my mistakes. 
I promise to study the Principle and lead Christian 
believers here in the right direction. 

I have been making thorough preparation for 
accomplishing my assigned mission.        /St Paul 9. 11. 2001 



Reverend Sun Myung Moon! Thou art the 
Second Coming who inaugurated the 
Completed Testament Age! The 120 people, 
who have brought light to the history of 
Christianity, pledge to take part in all that the True Parents do,
and resolve to strive toward the ideal, the original garden
where there is no original sin, through the guidance,
the words of the Completed Testament, and the 
Unification Principle, of the Savior and Messiah, 
the Reverend Sun Myung Moon.

                                                         /Jesus  2001.12.19

Jesus 2001



Benny Andersson



Ca. 1900 years ago...
Revelation to Saint John at Patmos Greece

Saint John



Rev.1 – Last Book in the Bible

The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him, 
to shew unto his servants things which must shortly come to pass; 
and he sent and signified it by his angel unto his servant John:

Who bare record of the word of God, and of the testimony 
of Jesus Christ, and of all things that he saw.

Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the words of this
prophecy, and keep those things which are written therein: 
for the time is at hand.



In 1743 at age 55 he had an experience of 
spiritual enlightenment. As he put it, heaven 
opened up completely to him and he became 
the channel for direct revelations from God. 

Before he died at age 84, Swedenborg had 
written over 16,000 pages on theological topics 
alone, all based on his psychic experience of 
spirit world.

Emanuel Swedenborg's
Unique Theological Contribution
by Dr. Young Oon Kim

1688 - 1772



According to Swedenborg, there is a correspondence 
between what takes place on earth and what occurs
in the other world.

For me, Divine Principle's idea of the polarity in God 
sounded like Swedenborg's idea of God's dual essentialities; 

Divine Wisdom and Divine Love.



The correspondence doctrine, which means that every physical thing corresponds
to an intellectual or moral meaning as well as a theological or divine truth.
 
The words of the Bible - which he explains, among other things, in his work on 
the white horse in John's revelation - contain an inner meaning, while the literal 
content of the words is "adapted to those who are poor in spirit". For them, 
"horse" and "rider" are nothing more than just a horse and a rider in a concrete 
sense. But in fact these words also contain an inner or spiritual meaning, 
where "horse" denotes understanding and "rider" the one who understands.
 
Similarly, the sun signifies God, whose light corresponds to divine wisdom and 
whose heat corresponds to divine love. This type of reading leads to a new 
interpretation of the entire Bible that reveals its hidden message. 

The creation story, for example, is not really about the creation of the earth, 
but about man's own rebirth and maturity, where the six days of creation 
correspond to as many spiritual states. In widely published works, S then sets 
out to reveal and explain the inner meaning of the Bible, above all the books of 
Moses, the prophets and the Book of Revelation.



Since man is a representative image of wisdom and 
woman is a representative image of love, there is 
need for them to have a reciprocal relationship. 

Isn't this like our Unification theologies emphasis upon
the polarity of man and woman and
the need for give and receive?  



There are two worlds, the spiritual and the natural. 
These are distinct, yet similar. 

Spirit world has trees, mountains, cities and societies, 
just as does the natural world. 

The only difference is that each thing in one world is 
spiritual which is natural in the other world.



For Swedenborg, Providence works to save all men, 
whether they are Christian or not. 

Everyone who lives by the principles of 
the Ten Commandments is saved.



Swedenborg also denies the Pharisaic 
idea that all men will be physically resurrected 
at the last day. 

Actually, every man rises again immediately after death.
He thinks he still has his body, exactly as it was on earth. 

The corporeal form however, is no longer of use to him. 
He henceforth sees spiritually and feels spiritually, 
because he uses his internal rather than external senses. 



According to Swedenborg, conjugal love is the highest 
kind of relationship because it expands the innermost 
things of both mind and body.    (husband-wife)

In heaven there is no domination of one partner by the 
other.

Husband and wife experience the joy of mutual sharing, 
and delights exceed all others. Thus, genuine conjugal 
love is an image of heaven. 



The primary part of worship is a life of charity
(Living for Others), 
and its secondary is ”praying." 

That shows the real Swedenborg of which his theology 
was a natural by-product.

Commentx6;  Correspondence, reciprocal relationship
two worlds spiritual and natural; distinct, yet similar.
save all men, denies physically resurrection,
Divine Word has Spiritual meaning, life of charity 
(living for others).
Heaven and Earth will remain forever.
All very similar to Divine Principle.
                  





A Christian mystic and visionary from the Duchy of Styria, 
who promoted liberal Universalism.

While devoted to music, Lorber followed also his inclination
to deepen his spiritual understanding, diligently studying
the Bible as well as the works of men who followed 
the "inward path", among others such mystics as 
Jakob Boehme and Emmanuel Swedenborg.

  Jakob Lorber 

   1800 – 1864



On 15 March 1840 he began hearing an 'inner voice' from 
the region of his heart and thereafter transcribed what it said.

New Revelation 10,000 pages in print.

The New “Gospel of John” contains 2000 pages 
claimed directly from Jesus.



Can you imagine a more frustrating experience than the 
one God had? 

Here is God who among all the peoples in the world chose 
the Jews to become "His own people" because they were 
the only ones who in the old days had kept the belief in 
One God.



He made a covenant with them (Abraham), freed them from 
slavery in Egypt, gave them a unique law, gave them a beautiful 
land, educated them, blessed them and forgave 
them their many sins.

But when He finally comes to visit them in human form 
in Jesus to bring them eternal life 
they reject Him and kill His body.

(Importance of Jesus Holy Physical Body – for Salvation)

Compare: Divine Principle Mission of Jesus





Maria Valtorta, born March 14, 1897, 
died October 12, 1961, an Italian writer and poet,  and is 
considered by many to have been a Christian mystic. 

Laying in bed, partially paralyzed and in chronic pain after 
an assault  (struck by an iron bar age 23 – 28 years in bed), 
she began to have visions in 1943.

   Maria Valtorta
     1897-1961

Famous Catholic 
       mystic



                                        

With her unique gifts of inspiration and literary
genius, she is the greatest writer since Saint 
John the Evangelist.  Jesus nicknamed her "Little John".

Directly transcribed, with her own hand,  the many visions of 
the life of Jesus she had received. 
She has filled some 9,000 pages in 4 years, and sometimes 
she kept writing for 18 hours without interruption.    

She is the most widely read Italian author in many languages 
throughout the world.

The major work by Maria Valtorta, published in ten volumes, 
is The Gospel as revealed to me…



Example;
Jesus on Marriage:

Nothing is healthier or holier than two people who sincerely
love one another and unite to perpetuate the human race
and give souls to Heaven.

The dignity of a man and a woman who become parents
is second only to God's.

Comment: Compare with the UC - Holy Blessing



16 000 pages

10 000 pages

10 Volumes

1000+ Volumes

True Parents

The enormous 
amount of 
information

Good proof 
of the Origin 
= Spir. World

<2% of NT

Valtorta

Lorber

Swedenborg



Helen Schucman, Ph.D., a clinical and research psychologist. 

A Course in Miracles was "scribed" by Dr. Schucman 
between 1965 and 1972 through a process of inner dictation. 

She experienced the process as one of a distinct and clear
dictation from an inner voice, which earlier had identified
itself to her as Jesus.

1965-1972



Amazon and also on youtube



My comment; the text feels 
genuine (can well be Jesus) and very interesting.

Also reincarnation is explained as impossible.

quote;
1  In the ultimate sense, reincarnation is impossible. 

2 There is no past or future, and the idea of birth into 

   a body has no meaning either once or many times. 

3 Reincarnation cannot, then, be true in any real sense.

Similar to Divine Principle viewpoint that reincarnation 
is a misunderstanding of Returning resurrection. 





1975  -  After the first lecture I was asked 
to pray about it. After seven days of 
praying, Jesus appeared to me with Father 
Moon beside him. Then Jesus went behind 
Father Moon and into him. 

This was not a dream. This occurred while 
I was praying on the last day of that prayer 
and fast. Then I knew that God and Jesus 
had sent Father Moon.    /Richard Francis

1974 - Then I found myself walking in 
a dark corridor, at the end of which I 
saw a light. Getting closer, I saw in 
that bright light the face of Jesus. 
Then Jesus’ face changed into Sun 
Myung Moon’s face. I had the strong
feeling that it was the same heart; 
only the external appearance 
changed. 
I felt profoundly happy!
                          /Elisabeth Schneider



Background: Ken Akehurst was the blind 
medium who passed to the Higher Life 
on 28 July 1978.
After passing, 
His messages from spirit world, 
transmitted through G.M. Roberts, 
was published in this book 
"Everyones Guide to the Hereafter".

This strongly support Divine Principles
Fall of Man and Mission of Jesus.

1981
(Gift from Jörn)



Swedish medium Anna Berg had her spiritual awakening
1994 and have since channeled books from spiritual world
about Jesus, Mary and Mary Magdalena.

1994



Was Jesus God or Man?
Did Jesus have a relationship with Mary 
Magdalene?
Did Jesus belong to two families?
Here are the surprising answers!

Jesus himself tells about the private part of his life. 

We also have to face the doubter who does not know if 
he is up to the task he has been assigned.

The book conveys a personal feeling of how the man
Jesus lived his life. The usual image of him changes 
drastically and we see him with completely new eyes!



For many, Mary Magdalene is a name that 
appears in the Bible stories about Jesus and 
his disciples. 

But Mary Magdalene was in fact the woman who 
was absolutely necessary for Jesus to be able to perform 
his immense task.

In the unique messages that Anna Berg had the privilege 
of receiving, we also get to read about how the Holy Grail 
was carried on, about her travels, including to England. 

Furthermore, we learn how a Christian congregation 
grew up around Mary Magdalene in the south of France.



"Christ Returns: Reveals Startling Truth" was penned in 2001 
by an anonymous woman who, after forty years of contact with Christ, 
received and documented the teaching of Christ in his own words. 

As you read the pages, which are broken down into a series of letters (1-9), 
you can actually feel the energy of its words radiating throughout your body. 

Never before has there been such an in-depth explanation of the processes
of creation as well as the nature of existence. The word ‘God’ is given a
completely new meaning that far transcends the connotations given to it by
the religions of old.
The most profound thing about these letters is that they all make perfect sense.

Christ Returns through 9 Letters

2001



Some main points;

As a young boy...contrary to common beliefs I (Jesus) was
not a saintly child. When taken to the Temple, aged twelve years old, 
to be interviewed by the Chief Priests to determine whether I would 
be fit to enter Jewish Religious Training, I was rejected as being too opinionated.

Bitterly disappointed, my mother took me home again and did her best to
raise me in the sanctity which marked her own demeanor at all times. This
was an impossible task for I was, above all things, an individualist and
unruly in behaviour. I resented my mother’s guidance and her attempted
discipline. As a youth, I became unmanageable – a true rebel!



Before and after my 6 weeks in the desert
I was totally changed.

There is no ´punishment´ from above high!
Man through the wilful and harmful excercice of their ´Ego-power´
draw to themselves their own punishment; sickness, accidents, poverty...

(Compare with DP Indemnity & Fallen nature & Law of Attraction)



Your TV and Cinema screen has become the New Bible
of human behaviour.

Wake up! Realize! Your own strong ’conscius impulses’ are life impulses.

What is born and nurtured in the deseased mind eventually takes on form
in the physical world.

(Compare Power of positive/negative Thinking - Law of Attraction)

There is Reality of Love behind and within all existence.



My followers after death/resurrection distilled what they could use 
and ’let go’ most of what I termed the ’ secrets of the 
Kingdom of God’ for they never understood them.

Just as all your sickness and evil begins in your mind – so does your good.

Comment: Jesus confirms DP:s only spiritual resurrection of self;
I has been said ”my body rose from the dead”...
What need would I have of an earthly body
to continue existence in the next dimension?

Ref: Christ Letters, book on amazon or Free audio on youtube.



Comment; the text feels genuine and very interesting.

Reincarnation is wrongly interpreted as real.

The Divine Principle viewpoint is instead that reincarnation
is a misunderstanding of the Returning resurrection.



Philip Burley channeling Jesus;

The Spiritual and Physical worlds are to act as one – each supporting
and benefiting the other for common purposes designed and supported
by the Creator.

Because God dwells within each of us, divinity is my core nature and also
your own. ...practice meditation to uncover and discover God.  

God lived within me or anyone else.

2018



   The mystical people I met throughout my life taught me not only 
about my mission and the spirit world, but of finding God within myself.

...when I said ”I and the Father are one”, my intended inference was that 
you too, contain the living God.

We are all temples of the living God, and God has hos highest 
dwelling place in the human heart. 



Meditation is natural to human beings

Unless one could rise above the earthly to the spiritual plane,

the physical plane could appear as the only reality in existence

and humanity could remain blind. 



It is the mission of higher spiritual beings to guide human beings 

during our time on earth, and the mission of human beings 

to discern this guidance and act on it.

The two worlds must interface, and its only natural that they do so. 



Summary Part 1 – Channeling focus Jesus    

 Jesus

Veronica
Lorber Valtorta

1950



Jesus Sun Myung Moon



Quote SMM;
The spirit world is a labyrinth. That world is really a 
labyrinth. 
It is not humanly possible to find the proper path 
alone in the spirit world.
 
You cannot find your destination unless you have a
leader to guide you, unless someone paves the way. 
In that respect, Unification Church members are very,
very fortunate people. Why? 

Our members have a spiritual light to lead the way,
like a lantern before us.  /SMM Sontag intervue 1977



=>+

Spirit world Me/You Inspiration



Summary we can all be Channels;

Daily Hon Dok Hae readings – making inspired comments
Jeonsong; Prayer (listening), living for others, tithing...
Heavenly Tribal Messiahship C

H

A

N

N

E

L

I

N

G



Only Shimjeong ”Original Heart”

and vertical and horizontal

Hyojeong “Filial piety”
will Unite KOREA!



Summary – To become Divine Reflection of Christ!
(Christ = True Parents)

”The purpose of the coming Lord is that some day 
all shall be like him - like Christ."  /SMM 1965

“Most assuredly, I say to you, he who believes in Me,
the works that I do he will do also; 

and greater works than these he will do,”  /Jesus John 14:12



Channeling 
Part 2 of 3

Focus
Sun Myung Moon

To be continued...    



In the early days of UC, there were many speaking in 
tounges and testimonies from Spirit world supporting 
SMM as Lord of the Second Advent.

Even sermons he gave were picked up spiritually 
in UC church centers around Korea.



May 2022 Haverdal
         Sweden



End of sermon

Please join me in Prayer

Sermon Message: 
Channeling important tool

for Early Christianity
and during 2000 years 

& Aju!



                     Remember the beauty in Gods nature is there 
            to inspire the most Holy original inside us all!
Have a great Blessed week.      Prepared for 2nd,3rd,4th... Gen inspiration by Bengt de Paulis.
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